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This sacred journey will take you to study the sacred geography of
Heaven. In particular you will come across the amazing Field of
Healing. Taking this journey may bring with it changes in your life
that are unexpected but welcome as you are propelled forward into a
new and exciting phase of soul living.
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THE CURTAIN OF
LIQUID LILAC
FIRE – THE
JOURNEY OF A
LIFETIME
INTRODUCTION: Come with me on the
journey of a lifetime through and beyond the
Curtain of Liquid Lilac Fire. Seal Remove all
the last expectations of family and friends and
allow yourself to be the real you, the genuine
article, the spirit in the body, the soul that you
truly are. As you perform this journey all
manner of new and fascinating information
will be revealed to you and this information
will benefit not only you personally, but it will
be used for the greatest good of all
concerned. Before you begin the journey
make sure that you are well- prepared. Take a
shower, change your clothes to clean ones,
purify yourself and the room in which you will
be working. It is also quite appropriate for
you to decide whether you would like to take
a friend on this journey – someone who can
travel with you and enjoy every aspect of this
process as a special friend. Select this person
now and invite them to experience this
journey with you. They will tell you quite
clearly whether they wish to come or not.
THE PURPOSE OF THE JOURNEY: The purpose
of this journey is to make sure that we are
now totally able to let go of our ego and what
it determines are appropriate outcomes in the
physical world. Such a release should enable
us to trust the promises of our present spiral
of evolution at deeper and deeper levels. We
will then be able to embrace the depth of our
receptivity as we complete the circuit of love
in giving and receiving within and without our
essential selves.
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THE JOURNEY BEGINS: When you feel ready,
begin the journey as usual, as we always have
in our previous explorations. You move with
me outside your home and onto a giant
moving stairway that takes us onwards and
upwards into the sky. We travel happily on
the staircase up and up, further and further
into the sky passing the liquid stars hanging
beside us so close that we feel we could reach
out and touch them. We are mesmerised by
the beauty of what we can see up here in the
heavens and we look down on the tiny
Mother Earth below us. And then we have
arrived at the first major point on our journey
– this is the position where Heaven and Earth
meet. Look back at Mother Earth as you
journey and realise just how small the Earth
seems from your vantage point. As we reach
the entrance we are aware that a number of
the large angels, the ones with the most
enormous wing spread that we have ever
seen, are there to guide us to our destination.
Be sure to greet them easily and in a friendly
manner. Walk forward with their help and
enter the tunnel that joins the two spheres.
This is a remarkable link which you have
journeyed through before – our goal is to go
almost to the end of the tunnel, remembering
that most people are unable to move through
the entire tunnel but must go only half way –
you have travelled many of these tunnels in
the past but not quite like this.
We journey through the tunnel until we come
to a point we have never noticed before – we
have passed this way so often and now here
we are seeing something where perhaps
before there was nothing at all. A beautiful
lyre bird that parades in from a small rabbitlike hole that marks the entry point draws our
attention to the turning point. We ask
ourselves whether this means our eyes are
attuning differently or whether we are now
capable of working in other exciting new
dimensions. We decide upon the latter
before we turn off into the new tunnel. As we
stop to admire the lyre bird the hole becomes
evident, it opens further and further, wider
and wider still until it is shaped like a heart –
we venture inside and find that we have
passed from one dimension into another –
and as we walk through a door clangs shut
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loudly behind us – and so we know there is no
way back – we simply must walk forward
together. And so we move forward, forward
to our initiation in the realms of the Curtain of
Fire. The tunnel weaves and bends before us
and we follow one foot in front of the other
secure in our understanding that this initiation
will link us directly to our life purpose – it will
open up different and added dimensions of
our life so that we will be able to see our new
journey in brilliant colour – it will accentuate
it, hold it in 3dimensional form, make it clear
to ourselves and to others who we really are–
our family and friends will understand this
new journey and there will be none of the
friction of the past. They will support us and
help us on our way – we will be enlivened
following this process as if we have come
through a long journey from dark to light,
from night to day, from moon to sun – light
will, we know and understand in every fibre of
our being, stream through our light bodies,
opening our intrinsic selves to true
abundance.
As soon as we enter the tunnel we are
suffused with a vivid combination of
pearlescent and golden light. We are walking
along the Goddess Walk, so named for us to
see in a bright white light that flashes above
our heads as we walk along. We are in no
doubt as to where we are and our
companions on this journey are some of the
most illustrious Goddesses of all the ages. We
step out further and realise that each one is
the goddess herself in a different form waiting
there to greet us and to speak with us giving
us the benefit of her great wisdom. We
journey onwards overawed and unable for a
time to speak to any of those whom we see,
although we gradually begin to identify which
goddesses are there. We stop from time to
time understanding the special words
directed to us and taking these messages for
understanding and for our own knowledge
later.

THE JOURNEY INTENSIFIES: We move into
another section of the tunnel – and on the
walls are the most beautiful paintings, old
masters which we recognise as well as a host
of paintings of talent created by lesser known
artists. Covered over with paintings on every
surface and even on the ceiling, they glitter
and glimmer at us. The paintings crowd the
walls, energise our walk and pull us into their
depths. Take some time to adventure. When
you feel ready choose one painting. Here is
one you admire – it is of Egypt and covers the
curve in the wall giving the sensation of
movement. Its subject is a dhow on the River
Nile – we turn our bodies to walk up the curve
and enter the painting knowing as we do that
we will find the Goddess of 10,000 names, the
Goddess Isis. The light is softening as we
emerge in ancient Egypt as the sun gracefully
sinks and we stand at the water’s edge
waiting for inspiration. We find ourselves
suddenly in front of the Sphinx. It has taken
the form of the Goddess Isis. She rises above
us, her stature extraordinary. We commune
with her quietly in our own time, realising as
we do that this is an appropriate time for us
to petition the Goddess. Our past, present
and futures merge as one and nothing seems
to impede us – we are able to see everything,
the meaning of our lives, the whole nuance of
our soul’s progress, the meaning of our
current tests – nothing could be clearer and
Isis assists us in removing any hesitancy on
our part to our ability to live our dream.
As we are in her presence we decide to stand
in the Sign of the Wings of Isis, using that
movement and breathing pattern to open
ourselves fully to her energy. Firstly simply
imagine her wings forming a protective
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umbrella over us all as we talk quietly to the
goddess. To connect with another person
compassionately, someone who is being
healed by this journey you might imagine
touching her or him if it is appropriate
perhaps placing your left hand on your own
heart and your right hand over hers or his. By
using this combination of gestures and acts,
and doing them in a conscious deliberate
manner you will find that you can connect the
person being healed with Isis, the Lady of
Healing and so you form a gorgeous triangle
bringing the three elements together – body,
mind and spirit, and yourself, the one to be
healed and the Lady Isis herself. Stand
naturally and notice how you feel – now,
using your dominant hand make a strong,
sweeping gesture with your entire arm very
deliberately – take a deep breath and control
each muscle as you make the gesture – lift
your head slightly and look off into the
distance. Now repeat the gesture several
more times and radiate your energy – imagine
the energy continuing to expand in waves
from the arc your arm has made. And now
you have the wonder of a discussion with Isis
about her role as the Black Madonna and as a
model for Mary with the Christ-Child. She
talks to you about her journeys to southern
France and her images still honoured there
and you journey with her as she explains the
patterning that occurred.
And then it is time for the real business of this
moment. Isis suddenly removes our hearts
from our chests in quite a matter of fact way –
she rubs them together with that our of our
soul mate who is often the person for whom
we are seeking healing – the interaction and
the positive function before us heals our
hearts and then runs through the body
healing any part particularly in us or our soul
mate where it is needed – there could be a
need for reconnection to the source and if this
is so then it happens at this particular time.
These sensations bring a total sense of
wellbeing to all those involved. It eliminates
all pain and suffering in our physical selves –
when the hearts are returned to the body
cavities where they belong it lives and it feels
so light and joyful that the vibrations are felt
within all aspects of our bodies. Our hearts
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have danced heart to heart and there is a
surrounding symphony of angels singing – we
can hear the voices of angelic beings
surrounding us with their extraordinary voices
resonating through the night. Their songs
bring tears to our eyes. We then call upon the
great Goddess Isis to open the doors of the
Chamber of Healing and Transmutation and
all those whom we love who are at this
moment suffering are invited in to the
Chamber. As we stand there in awe of what is
happening to us we see the doors opening up
and the healing procession begins. We see a
glimpse of the immediate future as we are
going soon to enter the Healing Fields so that
at last all is well in our world. Look at the
Healing Fields and write this vision in your
memory bank. A huge field extends beyond
the Curtain of Lilac Fire – on the side that we
have yet to penetrate. In this field acres and
acres of it there are colourful tents as far as
our eyes can see. The colours are vibrant and
significant – bright and whole. And beside
each tent stands an enormous angel of the
same colour, red with red, blue with blue and
so on. We know only what we have seen at
this moment and we take courage from our
new view of life to know that anything is
possible.
When Isis has finished we are inspired to
continue our own journey. Isis raises her arms
in farewell – we now know that we will be
able to see her at any time and seek her
inspiration and support. Isis speeds us on our
way and within an instant we are back
standing in front of her painting – and then
once again moving along the tunnel. In the
joy of the moment the travel in the tunnel
excels all expectations – we walk further and
find we are drawn to the goddesses Mary and
Quan Yin. Mary all in blue illuminates the
next stage down the passage way – she smiles
and acknowledges us knowing that the crux of
our conversation today has been with Isis and
then we stop in front of Quan Yin and she
gives us the gift for which we have been
waiting on this stage of our journey – the gift
of true compassion. She hands it out from her
position with the painting in a wonderful
carved box – we open it and we inhale a
powder which gives us the original essence of
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compassion – it travels into our bodies and
stays there embedded in our cellular structure
waiting for us to take the next stage of our
journey. We find that not only are our hearts
healed but the hearts of all our family
members and our friends who may be
suffering at this time. The energy and joy are
quietly passed on for healing and
regeneration purposes. Within ourselves we
find a glowing sensation that is bringing a
total sense of wellbeing which eliminates all
pain and suffering in our own personal
physical selves. We are gliding and gleaming
now as we move further forward on this
journey of journeys. We know our being has
been embedded with the sense of primal trust
– this means we are now totally able to let go
of what our ego determines as outcomes and
begin to move into our true soul journey.
THROUGH THE CURTAIN: As we pass through
the curtain of liquid lilac fire and flame the
dross is burnt from our bodies and we are
renewed and healed at an even more intense
level. As this happens an incredible feeling of
elation takes hold of our bodies from head to
foot and we look down and find that we are
floating at least several metres above the
ground. This phenomenon would be enough
in itself to create an aura of extraordinary
pleasure about us. However at the same time
these words reverberate in our ears.

As I stand with you
Your symbols vibrate
They action and activate
Taking on a life of their own
They move us forward as One
You and I and Isis
A triumphant triangle
Energetic and enlightened
Enlivened and enchanted
And we vibrate in unison
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Separately first, one by one
And then we turn and turn in one gigantic
circle
Until we are through
The door opens vibrationally
As our sacred triangle
Has turned the special key
To our glorious future
We turn and turn
Our essence quivering
We generate harmony
Love, truth, compassion,
Caring, sensitivity
And most of all love
And all is well in our world
Great solid beams of light surround us as this
invocation is said or chanted. As we walk into
the lilac fire curtain we experience sensations
similar to walking through a waterfall – all our
bodies are cleansed and refreshed. We feel
amazing sensations as we stand in our aura of
self acceptance. Please craft a light body from
the column of light in your spine. Accept
yourself unconditionally. Open to your fully
mystical power; align with the power of the
seven – seven original chakras, seven planets,
seven rays, seven steps of the pyramid, seven
initial states of consciousness. At this point
our new companions of destiny surround us,
some long-standing companions and some
new all here to support our new soul journey.
Please take some time to acknowledge one
another and recognise your destiny. Be very
aware at this point of the journey of the
existence of myriads of parallel futures.
Realise that this is a special choice point.
Pause and consider. Take your time. You can
take any path now – do not be influenced by
those around you but look within and take
the path that you know to be the correct one
for you and for those whom you love. This is
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a major advance. Be joyful and move
forward once again.
THE HEALING FIELD OF HEAVEN– A SPECIAL
ENTRY POINT: And now we are through and
on the other side – we have walked through
the lilac curtain. We have gone beyond the
beyond. In front of us stretches a part of the
intrinsic pattern of heaven, its sacred
geometry that is rarely seen by those of us
who journey in this way. We are in the
HEALING FIELD OF HEAVEN. The Healing
Field is a very important part of heaven, little
known, dreamt about yet rarely seen. Stand
at the entry point and take in the vista of the
Healing Field. As far as your eyes can see
there are small colourful tents and outside
these tents stand the most vividly coloured
angels you have ever seen. Each one is the
brightest of bright colours and the vista of
colours here contains many you have dreamt
about but never actually seen. These are the
large angels, the ones with the enormous
wings. Certainly you have seen these angels
before, their wing spans enormous, and their
eyes bright with love, they have often acted
as guides t the heavenly realms. But you have
never seen them in such bright vibrant
colours. Each one is positioned right next to a
tent of exactly the same colour and vibration.
The angels quiver with light and the tents do
as well. And then you notice that each tent is
filled with someone, a human being, who has
requested healing. These individuals have
journeyed momentous distances to achieve
their aims, to obtain healing, to change their
destinies, to alter their inherited DNA, to
transform to light beings and yet still live on
Mother Earth. And this is exactly what is
happening here. The transformation is in
progress. Should you be able to look further,
you would see many whom you know, many
whom you have led to this spot without
knowing its exact situation. Guided by trust
and truth you have often brought people here
to the light energy fields, the Healing Field of
Heaven for their loving restoration. Within
the tent and with the help of the attending
angel the person concerned is able to access
any form of healing modality in existence –
they have the ability to be guided into new
healing fields in this remarkable place. The
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angelic beings who reside and work here
know everything that there is to know about
healing.

There is a chant resonating out through the
Healing Field and, as your eyes and ears
attune to this remarkable place, you gradually
begin to absorb it- this is how it goes.

Touching Wings
I touch your wings
With my wing tips
As we stand in the circle
Of sacred fire
I watch you transform
And I am inspired
Your vitality zings
Through the web of life
Your creativity blossoms
You inspire others
To go through the hard times
As you have
And emerge victorious
On this delightful day.
As this refrain echoes across the Field you
realise that it is acting as an invocation of the
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Flame of Transfiguring Divine Love, which
transcends all obstacles and they are
transcended at all levels.

To become One

THE BELL OF DESTINY: And a message comes
into your mind as you experience this
magnificent refrain. It is this – you are now a
co-creator of the unified field. We stand
together our little band of travellers and take
in the magic of the field and dream dreams of
destiny. And as we dream gently together we
are suddenly awoken by the refrain of a
magical bell, THE BELL OF DESTINY that rings
out across the Field. It is time for us to be
leaving – it is time for visitors to depart and
leave the angels and their companions of
destiny to fulfil their magical contracts
together in whatever way they deem
appropriate. We turn to leave taking into our
beings the beauty and joy of this sensational
place and as we leave we hear the refrain of
an angelic song in our minds. It goes
something like this:

Return home in your own time and when you
feel it is appropriate, slowly, slowly wake up
and come back into the room. Write in your
spiritual diary after this experience as many
things may occur without your realising the
connection with this special journey. And
remember, return to the Healing Field
whenever you feel able.

A River of Love
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Flows from my soul into yours
It rushes through your body
Healing all ills with its warmth
It plays within your DNA
Pushing out anything that does not belong
Increasing your level of wellness and vitality
A River of Love
Galvanises your immunity
To all ills
It teases you and touches you
With its flirting flamboyance
And as this River of Love
Enters your system
The two of us unite
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